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Abstract

Two long, full-length texts are not likely to discuss
all, or almost all, of the same subtopics or sub-
points. Even if the documents contain many of the
same terms, the ways the terms are grouped to form
subtopical discussions still might be quite different.
A solution is to create a description of a document
which lists all of its subtopical discussions as well as
its main topics. An index that indicates this struc-
ture is an abstract representation of the document,
and we can think of this index as a case in the Case-
Based Reasoning (CBR) sense. This paper proposes
the use of cases to represent the high-level structure
of full-length documents for the purpose of infor-
mation retrieval. The cases are to be used both for
assessing document similarity and for helping the
user construct viable queries. The case can be trans-
formed in various ways in order to make it more
similar to the descriptions of other documents; these
transformations include generalizing, substituting,
and emphasizing subtopic descriptions. An advan-
tage of this approach is that the cases that represent
the document are automatically generable.

Introduction

This paper proposes the use of CBR-like cases to
represent the high-level structure of full-length doc-
uments. The cases are to be used both for assessing
document similarity and for helping the user con-
struct viable queries. Before describing the nature
of these cases, some background on retrieval from
full-length documents is warranted.
Much of information retrieval is concerned with de-

termining which documents from a large collection
are most similar to one another, or to a query. What
does it mean for two documents to be similar? Most
IR methods assume that term frequency counts pro-
vide a good measure of similarity, and this assump-
tion is reasonable for many document genresJ

For example, if two technical abstracts share many
terms and if many of these shared terms are uncom-
mon with respect to the rest of the corpus, there’s
a good chance the two abstracts are similar in con-
tent. This applies equally well to short texts like
newswire reports.
However, when we begin to consider a full length
text instead of the abstract that describes it, or a
5-10 page science article instead of a 5 paragraph
newswire, we may want to adjust our criteria for
similarity. It isn’t realistic to expect two long doc-
uments to discuss all, or almost all, of the same
subtopics or subpoints. And if two documents only
have a small fraction of their terms in common, can
we really assume they are similar? Even if they con-
tain many of the same terms, the ways the terms are
grouped to form subtopical discussions still might
be quite different, thus indicating the documents are
dissimilar at least along this dimension.
This issue has not yet been addressed by many re-
searchers, most likely because large volumes of full-
length text have only recently become available on-
line. The most comprehensive work to date on re-
trieval issues pertaining to full-length text is that of

1This is a deliberate simplification. Many sophisticated prob-
abilistic models have been devised for how to combine term
counts and work has been done on how to incorporate informa-
tion external to term counts as well. See, e.g., (Croft & Turtle
1992). However, the basic assumption of most vector-space and
probabilistic methods is that a calculation of some sort is done
based on overall frequency counts (Salton 1988).
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Salton and Buckley (Salton & Buckley 1991b),(Salton
& Buckley 1991a), who take pains to normalize the
lengths of the documents that they compare. They
have compared paragraphs within a large docu-
ment (e.g., Salton’s book), articles within an on-
line encyclopedia, and electronic mail messages (in-
quiries and their replies). According to Salton and
Buckle)9 a good way to ensure that two larger seg-
ments, such as two paragraphs, are similar is to
make sure they are similar both globally and locally
(i.e., sentence-by-sentence). For two sections to 
similar, they must be similar both globall)~ at the
paragraph level, and at the sentence level. Salton
and Buckley’s results show that their procedure is
quite effective in many cases.
The OFFICER system of (Croft et al. 1990) provides
a retrieval interface to complex full-length docu-
ments, where the documents are represented ac-
cording to their orthographical markings: title, au-
thor, sections, paragraphs, figures, and so on. Users
are able to create queries that are sensitive to these
structuring elements. However, the kinds of texts
under consideration in this paper are those that
don’t have much orthographically specified infor-
mation; rather they are continuous, unbroken text.
In future the ideas presented here should be applied
to texts that are structured by the author, and in that
case it might be useful to integrate these ideas with
a system like OFFICER.

A Proposal

Normalizing documents to allow more justifiable
term-based comparison retains the existing assump-
tions about how documents should be compared.
We need to revise these assumptions to better ac-
count for the structure of full-length text. Consider
expository text, specifically scientific reporting as is
found in, sa36 a Discover magazine article. This kind
of text often consists of a main topic and a series of
subtopic discussions that are related in some way to
the main topic. Often these subtopics are of interest
in their own right.

The Salton and Buckley algorithm allows compar-
isons of subtopics of documents, provided that
a subtopic’s extent aligns exactly with a pre-
determined boundary unit, e.g., a section or para-
graph. However, a subtopic discussion may have
an irregular length, perhaps one third of a section.
It would be more useful in some circumstances to
identify the subtopical discussions in their complete
extent in advance, and make comparisons based on

these.

Furthermore, recall that Salton and Buckley com-
bine global and local comparisons in order to make
a similarity judgement. Instead, we should keep
this kind of information distinct. (Hearst & Plaunt
1993) describe a retrieval paradigm in which a user
can specify not only the subtopic to retrieve on, but
also which main topic the subtopic should appear
in the context of. In other words, we advocate al-
lowing a user to make a distinction between, for
example, retrieving a discussion of volcanic activity
in the context of planetary exploration and a dis-
cussion of volcanic activity in the context of Roman
history. This is a new information access paradigm
especially tailored toward full-length documents.

Here I propose extending this idea in the following
way: Create a description of a document which lists
all of its subtopical discussions as well as its main
topics. By determining the subtopical structure we
are in effect imposing some high-level structure on
the document. An index that indicates this structure
is an abstract representation of the document. We
can think of this index as a case in the CBR sense.
(Cutting et al. 1992) mention the benefits of brows-
ing a document via the table of contents (TOC) 
the front of it, as opposed to the index at the back
(which is the standard procedure in IR if we fol-
low this analogy). In the framework proposed here,
cases encode information that is similar in form to
a TOC. However, in order to be effective, the terms
involved in the cases will be richer and more de-
scriptive than what is found in a typical TOC; how
these terms are acquired will be described momen-
tarily. Bear in mind that the term TOC is being
used loosely here; the idea is that we recognize the
subtopic structure of the document whether it has a
real table of contents or not.
Given a large collection of documents, we shouldn’t
expect many pairs of documents to have well-
matched subtopic structure. In other words, if one
document discusses subtopics $1, $2, ... & in the
context of main topic M, it’s not likely that we’ll
find another document with exactly the same struc-
ture (see Figure 1). In order to allow users to query
for documents similar in structure to other docu-
ments, the cases representing the structure of the
documents can be grouped according to similarity
along some axes.

We can also envision a new relevance feedback
paradigm that would allow users to construct
queries by obtaining a case corresponding to an ex-
isting document and transforming it appropriately.
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Figure 1: A sketch of the subtopic structure of three
texts that share the same main topics. Instead of
comparing the the texts in their entirety we con-
struct cases that reflect the subtopic structures. Then
the case representations can be adjusted to indicate
which portions of the texts should be considered for
comparison.

The transformed case is then compared to the other
cases in the document collection and those with the
most similar structure are retrieved. This setup also
allows retrieval based on similarity to some subpart
of a document.

To be more specific about how this might work,
consider an environmental impact report written by
the Department of Water Resources. The document
in question is a study of the conditions necessary
for growing a particular kind of sycamore tree. A
human judge classified the document as having the
following structure (with accompanying paragraph
numbers):

1-7 environmental impact
8-15 planting site and project specifica-

tions

16-21 irrigation
22-23 wind effects

24 weed effects
25-27 browse effects
28-40 assessment of study

Given this template, a user who wanted to find a

document that is similar along some dimensions
could perform any or all of the following operations:

¯ Generalization:
convert wind effects to climate effects

¯ Substitution:
change irrigation to pest elimination

¯ Elimination:
remove site section

¯ Remove ordering dependencies:
say the effects can occur in any order

¯ De-emphasize:
assign a low weight to some sections

¯ Emphasize:
assign a high weight to some sections

¯ Background Change

The last item on this list indicates that a document
should be found whose subtopic structure is simi-
lar to the current one’s but whose overall topic is
quite different. Because the information about the
document is represented in a structured manner, it
contains information about which terms strongly in-
dicate the main topic(s). Therefore, change in back-
ground could be accomplished by removing from
consideration, when performing similarity compar-
ison, all terms that have been found to indicate the
main topic(s).

This scheme allows the user to be selective about
what parts of the example document are relevant,
what parts should be matched on, and what parts
should be substituted for others. Note that in a
standard retrieval framework in which a query is a
block of text it is not possible to substitute one topic
for another.

Instead of having users adjust the structures of
cases, we can consider a setup more congruous with
standard CBR. We can imagine that documents are
processed one by one, and assigned their TOC-like
case. Each document’s case is then added to a case
network or lattice, positioned according to which
existing cases it is most similar to. The system must
specify which components of the case can be al-
lowed to vary in order for two cases to be consid-
ered to be related to one another. This is a tricky
part of the implementation for most CBR systems.
(In HYPO (Ashley 1987), similarity is determined
according to dimensions, in CYRUS (Kolodner 1983),
according to values of features.) Often the similari-
ties between features is determined by relationships
in domain knowledge.

For the scheme proposed here, there are several
ways to organize the similarity determination. One
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way would be to associate a vector with each entry
in the TOC-like structure, indicating the terms that
are most representative of the corresponding text
segment. Thus each case is represented by k vec-
tors, where k is the number of entries in the TOC.
After first organizing cases according to their main
topic(s), documents can then be grouped accord-
ing to which and how many of their cases" vectors
are similar to one another, using a standard simi-
larity measure, such as cosine (Salton 1988). Docu-
ments which have the same number of vectors, all of
which are similar, are considered to be closest, doc-
uments which have one differing vector are slightly
less close, and so on. Alternativel~ documents that
have simply one or two vectors in common might be
considered closely linked, or documents that have
a set of contiguous vectors that are similar. It is
straightforward to see how substitution of a new
section or removal of an existing one can be accom-
modated by such a setup.

(Smith et al. 1989) report a study which monitored
the suggestions made by professional searchers who
were helping information seekers find relevant ab-
stracts from the Chemical Abstracts. The suggestions
were classified into a set of tactics that users can
try in order to transform their query into something
that would better match the contents of the corpus.
The four most common tactics observed were: i)
add more terms to the query, ii) remove terms from
the query, iii) replace a term with a more specific
instance of the term, and iv) replace a term with 
more general instance of the term. They also sug-
gested broadening the query with synonyms and
restricting the search field (i.e., looking at the title
only vs. the title and the abstract). That these tactics
are similar to several of the operations suggested
above, and that they were observed in the behav-
ior of professional searchers, confirms their feasi-
bility. The information retrieval system developed
by (Smith et al. 1989) is one in which the abstracts
are represented by hand-built semantic frames. Fit-
tingly, they suggest that the adjustment tactics can
be considered equivalent to adding or deleting slots
or slot fillers from semantic frames. This kind of
representation has the disadvantage of requiring a
huge knowledge engineering investment. As dis-
cussed below, the approach suggested here does not
require hand-encoded representations.

Case Generation

A problem that plagues many CBR systems is a lack
of an automated mechanism for converting some
form of data into its representative case. This is
especially problematic for CBR systems in the le-
gal domain, since programs that can successfully
convert legal text into cases are still distant research
goals. In order to realistically integrate IR withCBR,
however, case construction must be automated.

In this proposal, cases can be built up automatically,
their structure being based on the data rather than
on a predefined framework. (Hearst 1993) describes
TextTiling, a method for partitioning full-length ex-
pository texts into multiparagraph discourse units.
Each ’tile’, or segment, is intended to represent a
dense discussion of a subtopic. Thus if a term is
only mentioned in passing it will not be identified
as a true subtopic of the document. Similarly, if a
term occurs many times but is scattered approxi-
mately uniformly throughout the body of the doc-
ument, it again is discounted as evidence for dis-
cussion of a subtopic. This procedure thus helps
distinguish real discussions involving a term from
false alarms. Furthermore, TextTiling will be able
to create an informative description of each tile, or
section, which can subsequently be used for similar-
ity comparisons. It will also create a description of
what terms conspired to indicate the main topic(s)
of the document. These descriptions are thus more
informative that what would typically be found in
an entry in a table of contents.

Once the tiles have been identified, labels must be
generated to provide the user with an encapsulated
description of each segment. One way to do this is
to pick relevant terms from those used to identify
the tile. Another is to classify the segments’ relevant
terms according to an ontology or thesaurus. Exper-
iments with employing a disambiguation algorithm
proposed by (Yarowsky 1992) to this problem, have
promising initial results. This procedure in effect
incorporates domain knowledge since the classifi-
cations are based on statistics gathered by use of a
lexical thesaurus. If a domain specific thesaurus is
used, a domain specific classification can be made.

This ability to classify tiles might be useful for al-
lowing users to specify generalizations and substi-
tutions to the case they are modifying. The system
can store previously seen examples of subtopics of
each entry in the ontology and use these instead of
data from a specific document for the substitution
in the similarity comparison procedure.
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Is This CBR?

The setup sketched in this paper is not a standard
CBR system in several respects. Perhaps the most
glaring omission is that it does not make extensive
use of domain knowledge in order to decide how to
make one case better match another. In other words,
it is missing the ’R" from CBR.
(Bareiss 1989) lists six characteristics for comparing
case-based reasoning systems:

(1) How cases are indexed for efficient retrieval.
(2) How the similarity between a new problem and

a retrieved case is assessed.
(3) How cases are selected for retention.
(4) How indexing information is learned.
(5) How any additional domain knowledge re-

quired for the assessment of similarity is ac-
quired.

(6) How generalization (if any) occurs during
learning.

Although the system proposed here does specify
how to index cases for efficient retrieval (criterion
(1)), the mechanism for doing so is not really based
on a domain model, but rather on a statistical as-
sessment of term count similarity between subparts
of the case. This applies equally well to criterion (2).
Criteria (3-5) are not relevant for my framework but
criterion (6) is relevant with respect to allowing the
user to specify changes to a given case in order to
formulate a query, as discussed above.
Perhaps it is incorrect to assert that this proposal
incorporates CBR into an IR framework since sev-
eral aspects of standard CBR, notably the depen-
dence on reasoning from domain knowledge, are
absent. (Although domain knowledge is to be used
for classifying subtopics.) The Text~ling procedure
is intended to make a good approximation of the
meaningful contents of a full-length document, but
it cannot discover, say, causal relationships or de-
tailed feature assignments. It may be the case that
in order to build a system that can scale to the de-
mands of an IR system for unrestricted text, this
element must be missing, since automated methods
for converting full-length texts to complex, detailed
representations are still not feasible.2

2Recently researchers have become more successful at con-
vetting short, domain-specific texts into template-like represen-
tations. (Liddy 1991) reports work on converting empirical ab-
stracts into knowledge structures, and several of the researchers
participating in the MUC competition (Lehnert & Sundheim
1991) are showing promising results at classifying the contents
of newswire articles.

The proposal presented here is intended to allow
users access to a partially structured representation
of full-length documents, in a framework that can
be implemented automatically and relatively effi-
ciently; these are crucial criteria from the IR view-
point. By thinking of these representations as CBR
cases, we are opened up to the ideas of structuring,
adjusting, and comparing queries that reflect the ac-
tual structure of the document. This is one sugges-
tion for how ideas from CBR can help influence the
next generation of information retrieval systems.
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